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Executive Summary
WP4 focuses on different heterogeneous network technologies. Therefore, an obvious starting point for
designing the Hardware- and Network-Enhanced Software Systems for Cloud Computing (HARNESS)
network layer that will exploit multiple network technologies is to understand their respective strengths
and weaknesses. In this deliverable, we conduct an initial study of the opportunities that we foresee that
specific heterogeneous network technologies will have for the HARNESS platform.
To explore the entire design space of network heterogeneity at different layers of the network stack,
we consider the following three emerging types of network technologies, which are representative of
different classes of network devices:
1. software-defined networking (SDN) switches,
2. software packet-processing platforms and
3. in-network processors.
These three types of network devices differ in their performance characteristics, management capabilities,
and programming models. For example, SDN switches support programming of their forwarding
state only, whereas software packet-processing platforms support programming of their entire packetprocessing functionality. Each raises its own opportunities and challenges when applied to the HARNESS
demonstrators.
While the characteristics of SDN switches and software packet processing platforms are well
understood and have been studied extensively in the literature, application-specific processing using
in-network processors is largely unexplored. As a consequence, our characterisation report puts particular
emphasis on in-network processors, describing the opportunities and challenges in the context of a
restricted case study: in-network data aggregation. We conclude by describing the benefits that each of
the three HARNESS demonstrators is likely to gain from the network technologies considered.
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Introduction

The goal of the Hardware- and Network-Enhanced Software Systems for Cloud Computing (HARNESS)
project is to improve cloud computing platforms through the use of heterogeneous technologies. For
distributed applications in a cloud environment, the network is a crucial resource that often determines
the performance of applications.
In the recent past, research in data centre networking has led to a large number of proposals for solving
specific problems, ranging from physical-layer technologies all the way to application-specific solutions.
For example, software-defined networking (SDN) provides logically centralised control for network
management functions, which permits data centre operators to manage their network infrastructure more
flexibly and efficiently; software-defined routers and middleboxes support the implementation of novel
types of packet processors and the fast deployment of custom routing protocols; and new types of network
topologies aim to overcome performance bottlenecks in data centres by exploiting multi-path routing and
offering full bisection bandwidth between edge servers.
Such proposals have begun to introduce heterogeneity into the data centre network, which puts
HARNESS in a unique position to exploit and enhance these new network technologies for the benefit
of cloud applications. As an initial challenge, this report explores the space of heterogeneous network
devices and technologies that can add new capabilities to cloud computing environments. We focus
on three representative types of devices that are currently gaining traction and are representative of the
features of different heterogeneous network elements:
• SDN switches. We choose SDN switches for two reasons: first, SDN is the strongest movement in
the networking community and, second, despite the large number of related research proposals
and products, we believe that the current design of SDN switches leaves significant room for
improvement.
• Software packet-processing platforms. We choose them for two reasons: first, it is becoming
increasingly popular within both the research and industrial communities and, second, existing work
on this topic has not resolved the issue of unpredictable network behaviour and performance—one
of the biggest practical challenges faced by software routers.
• In-network processors. We choose them for two reasons: first, in-network processors
are a generalisation of network “middleboxes”, which permit arbitrary, application-specific
transformation of network flows “in-path”. They therefore constitute the next evolutionary step
of middleboxes, adding hitherto unprecedented levels of flexibility and programmability to data
centre networks. Second, in-network processors are complementary to the other heterogeneous
network technologies: they operate on application-level payload streams, in contrast to lower-level
packet-based abstractions. We believe that they can offer useful insights into the generalisation of
different programmable network technologies for the overall HARNESS platform.
These three type of heterogeneous network technologies also show different levels of maturity: SDN
switches have reached the mainstream with a broad range of network equipment manufacturers supporting
1
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the OpenFlow standard; research in software packet processors has resulted in a range of mature opensource platforms, including Click, XORP, and RouteBricks, which attracted a plethora of implementations
of routing protocols, firewall functionality and network applications on top of them; in-network processing
is a less mature technology with only early research proposals available. We therefore focus on the
exploration of the characteristics of in-network processors in this report because this constitutes the most
significant research contribution.
In summary, our goal is to describe the properties of these three network devices in relation to their
use in a cloud computing environment. Based on their properties, we conduct an assessment of the
benefits that they can bring in order to achieve the goals of the HARNESS project, i.e. , improve the
performance of cloud applications and the management efficiency of cloud environments. We thus discuss
their potential for improving the performance of the three HARNESS validation use cases: in-memory
database acceleration for on-line transaction processing (OLTP), geoscience computing via the reverse
time migration (RTM) algorithm, and distributed data-flow computation in AdPredictor.
This deliverable is related to one WP4 task:
• Task 4.1 (“Define heterogeneous communication resources model”). There are two general
requirements [9] associated with this task: that we can provide a description of network
resources (R17), which can be used to inform the decision-making carried out by the HARNESS
platform, and (ii) that the resources provided remain verifiable (R16) so that applications can expect
correct and predictable behaviour.

2
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Technology Characterisation

In this chapter we discuss the three heterogeneous network technologies. In addition to giving a brief
introduction to SDN switches and software packet-processing platforms, we focus on the potential
of the most promising and disruptive network technology: arbitrary application-specific in-network
computation.

2.1

SDN Switches

Overview. An SDN switch [22] differs from a traditional switch in that it does not run any control-plane
functions locally. All control-plane functionality is delegated to a centralised controller, which is in charge
of populating the forwarding state of all the switches in the network. Where traditional network devices
determine the content of their forwarding state by participating in a distributed algorithm, SDN devices
are given the content of their forwarding state by the centralised controller. This new approach promises
to simplify networks by making it easier to deploy sophisticated network policies. The simplification
comes from the fact that there exists one centralised entity (the controller) that has a global view of the
network and makes decisions about the entire network. In contrast, in a traditional network architecture
(with a distributed control plane), to enforce a given policy (e.g., that all traffic from a given tenant should
go over low-latency paths), the operator must essentially manipulate distributed control-plane algorithms
to obtain the desired outcome; the resulting network behaviour is often unpredictable and hard to reason
about.
Requirements. HARNESS, as would any cloud platform, can benefit from SDN switches because of
their promised simplicity in deploying network policies. In the HARNESS project we are not exploring
new ways of leveraging SDN switches, as it is one of the most well-explored topics in the networking
community. However, we do explore new ways of designing and building SDN switches that would
improve their performance scalability; this is discussed in Deliverable D4.4.1 [11].

2.2

Software Packet-Processing Platforms

Overview A software packet-processing platform [3, 7, 17] differs from a traditional network device
in that it performs all packet processing in software running on general-purpose hardware. In contrast,
traditional high-end network devices perform most of their packet processing in specialised hardware. The
main reason for this latter choice is performance: network devices have traditionally performed a small
number of tasks, but they need to perform them at a very high speed, hence a hardware implementation
makes sense. However, in recent years, there is increasing demand for new kinds of packet processing,
from intrusion detection to transcoding to application acceleration. Implementing packet processing in
hardware has made the network inflexible, as deploying new functionality on hardware-based network
devices is practically impossible. Therefore, software packet-processing platforms promise to make the
3
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network more flexible, in the sense that adding new functionality to the network becomes equivalent to
performing a software update.
Requirements HARNESS, as would any cloud platform, can benefit from software packet-processing
platforms because of this flexibility in the evolution of network functionality. In the HARNESS project
we are not exploring new ways of leveraging software packet-processing platforms, as there already exists
significant work on this topic [15, 16, 19, 25, 26]. However, we do explore new ways of designing and
building packet-processing platforms that would improve their reliability; this is discussed in Deliverable
D4.4.1 [11].

2.3

In-Network Processors

In cloud data centres, distributed applications, such as batch processing frameworks, distributed data
management systems and online services, often incur significant network usage, which can make their
performance network bound. Yet today, tenants have little or no control over the network that supports
their applications. While tenants can accurately select the number and types of computational and
storage resources needed for their applications, they cannot adapt the network. This means that all
application-specific processing of network data must occur at the end hosts. Services that could reduce
network bottlenecks, such as packet deduplication, in-network data aggregation and multicast, are not
supported by cloud providers and instead must be implemented less efficiently by individual applications
using overlay networks.
Network bottlenecks in cloud data centres, however, can be mitigated by exposing in-network
processing functionality to tenants in an efficient manner. Through in-network processors, it is possible
to allow tenants to control additional computing resources collocated with switches and routers. The
availability of multi-core central processing units (CPUs) and programmable hardware at low cost
makes it feasible to create flexible programmable switches that can perform application-specific packet
processing at line rates. By modifying the content of packets on-path, such a model enables tenants to
efficiently build custom, application-specific network services for data aggregation, stream processing,
caching and deduplication, which improve the performance of network-bound applications. Conserved
network capacity can be made available to other tenant applications.
In order to understand the opportunities and challenges that in-network processing brings, we focus on
a restricted form of in-network computation: in-network aggregation of data. In this section, we discuss
the characteristics of in-network aggregation and explore, through a simulation study, the requirements
that must be satisfied for such a service to benefit applications.
Overview In-network aggregation represents a clear departure from existing mainstream network
technologies. Rather than removing network bottlenecks by increasing the bandwidth in the core of the
network or at the end hosts to cope with the large amount of traffic generated during the aggregation
phase, we propose to reduce this traffic by aggregating the data within the network.
This approach exploits the observation that a partition/aggregation pattern is at the core of many
large-scale data centre applications. A partition/aggregation application consists of a set of worker nodes,
deployed on edge servers. In addition, a master node for an application, such as a front-end server, acts
as the entry point for requests into the application, dispatches partitioned work to the worker nodes and
4
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aggregates partial results. For example, in MapReduce as used for the AdPredictor demonstrator [10], the
input data are partitioned into small chunks (with a typical size of 64 t0 128 MB) and processed through
a number of parallel map tasks (the map phase). The intermediate results are then sent to one or many
reduce tasks (the shuffle phase) that perform the final step of aggregation (the reduce phase).
Partition/aggregation applications typically generate many-to-few network flows when transferring
data. This network activity has a significant impact on application performance. In Facebook MapReduce
jobs, network transfers on average are responsible for 33% of the execution time of jobs having a reduce
phase, with 16% of those jobs accounting for more than 70% of the execution [5]. Similarly, in Microsoft
Scope jobs, the network is responsible for a 62% increase in the reduce time in the median case [1].
Our approach is motivated by the observation that the vast majority of partition/aggregation
applications running in today’s data centres exhibit the following two properties:
1. aggregation functions required by data centre applications are typically associative and
commutative [27] and
2. the size of the aggregated results is often a small fraction of the intermediate data generated [4, 6].
The first property implies that the aggregation process can be performed through a sequence of partial
aggregations without affecting the correctness of the final result. Typical examples of aggregation
functions exhibiting this property are max, min, sum, count and their derivatives. (average, for
example, is not associative and commutative but can become so if expressed as sum and count.)
The second property shows that, in practice, there is significant redundancy in the data generated
during the partition step. According to Dean and Ghemawat [6], the average final output size in Google
jobs is 40.3% of the intermediate data set sizes. In the Facebook and Yahoo jobs analysed by Chen et
al. [4], the reduction in size between the intermediate and the output data is even more pronounced: in
81.7% of the Facebook jobs with a reduce phase, the final output data size is only 5.4% of the intermediate
data size, while for Yahoo jobs the number is 8.2% in 90.5%.
These two properties together indicate that performing in-network aggregation is both feasible, due to
the associative and commutative property, and useful, due to the high redundancy observed.
We considered different approaches for performing in-network aggregation. A seemingly attractive
option would be to perform this operation directly within the switch, such as by leveraging programmable
hardware (e.g. NetFPGAs [21]) or exploiting software packet processing platforms [8, 24], as described
in Section 2.2. This approach, however, would significantly increase deployment complexity. Switches
and routers represent a key component of the data centre and are carefully selected based on a number
of constraints, including cost, power consumption, reliability and form factor. It would be difficult (if
possible at all) to replace the existing network infrastructure with custom aggregation devices.
In contrast, we propose to perform in-network aggregation by deploying aggregation nodes (agg nodes
for short), directly attached to each of the switches, as shown in Figure 2.1. Packets belonging to
partition/aggregation applications are steered by the switches toward the agg nodes, which aggregate
them in a stream fashion and forward them to the next switch on route to the destination.
Requirements. For in-network aggregation, a key issue is the relationship between the processing
throughput R of an agg node and the overall performance. To answer this question, we perform a
sensitivity analysis using a flow-level simulator. This allows us to scale our experiments to large server
counts and to explore the parameter space.
5
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Figure 2.1: Data centre network topology with in-network aggregation.
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Figure 2.2: Reduction in total flow completion time for different values of the agg node processing
throughput R.

We model a typical multi-rooted network topology with 8192 servers, similar to the one depicted
in Figure 2.1. Each server is connected through a 1 Gbps link to the top-of-rack switch (ToR) switch.
We conservatively assume an over-subscription ratio of 1:4, which is consistent with those reported in
the literature [2, 14]. We consider a workload comprising 10000 flows. Based on the traces used by
Benson et al. [2], we model the flow inter-arrival times using a Poisson process with a mean of 1 ms.
The size of each flow is drawn by an exponential distribution with mean equal to 500 MB.
Figure 2.2 shows the reduction in the total flow completion time for different values of R. To model
a generic application scenario, we assume that only 25% of the flows can be aggregated (aggregation
flows). This accounts for scenarios in which partition/aggregation applications share the network with
other applications, as well as for applications that generate a heterogeneous set of flows of which only a
subset can be aggregated. As our baseline, we consider an overlay solution in which flows are aggregated
at the rack level, before being sent to the final aggregator. This is representative of commonly adopted
practices [13, 18, 20].
6
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Figure 2.4: Cost of different designs.

Interestingly, even relatively low values of processing throughput R are sufficient to achieve significant
benefits. For example, R = 1 Gbps is sufficient to reduce the total completion time by more than 80%
(90.7% for R = 2 Gbps). This is an important result because it shows that these benefits can be reached
using commodity hardware, without requiring expensive or custom-made solutions. As we show in
Deliverable D4.4.1 [11], our agg node prototype is able to aggregate packets at a rate ranging from 1.5 to
4.8 Gbps that, based on the results presented here, are well above the minimum requirements.
Another interesting property of our solution is that, besides reducing the completion time of
aggregation flows, it also reduces the completion time of all flows. For example, for R = 2 Gbps,
the median completion time of all flows decrease by 66% (80% for the 95th percentile). The reason is that
by reducing the size of the aggregation flows, more bandwidth becomes available for the other flows. This
means that our solution can be beneficial even in shared clusters, where partition/aggregate applications
co-exist along with other applications, whose flows do not hold the properties discussed at the beginning.
7
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To complete our study of the characteristics of in-network aggregation, we perform a simple cost
analysis aimed at understanding the trade off between the different options. In particular, we are
interested in understanding the cost of deploying our agg node against the cost of either reducing the
over-subscription (by deploying more switches) or increasing the end-host bandwidth (by using 10 Gbps
links) or both.
Along with N ETAGG (R = 2 Gbps), we consider three different alternative designs: a full-bisection
data centre with 1 Gbps server connectivity (FB-1G); a 1:4 over-subscribed network with 10 Gbps server
connectivity (OS-10G); and a full-bisection data centre with 10 Gbps server connectivity (FB-10G).
Accurately costing hardware equipment in data centres is hard because prices are typically the result
of proprietary negotiations and not publicly disclosed. Further, even if these figures were available, they
would soon be obsolete. However, as the purpose of this analysis is qualitative rather than quantitative, we
use the prices adopted in a recently published study [23]. We ignore cabling costs and assume a hardware
specification for servers and aggregation nodes as the one used in our testbed [11, 12]. Although the
prices have changed since the publication of this study, we expect the relative costs between the devices
to be similar and, therefore, we consider this a good starting point for our analysis.
Figures 2.3 and 2.4 show the performance and cost trade off of the aforementioned design options.
N ETAGG strikes a good compromise between cost and performance. For example, our solution achieves
a factor of 91% improvement in performance, while only costing 1.15 times more. In contrast, FB-10G
achieves the best performance (99.9% lower than baseline and 63% lower than N ETAGG) but with a cost
that 3.67 times higher than baseline.
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Application Benefits

Next we discuss the benefits that the three HARNESS demonstrator applications can expect when
deployed on a heterogeneous cloud platform that has access to the three heterogeneous network
technologies, which we have studied as part of the first-year effort.
OLTP Acceleration. This demonstrator relies on a high-bandwidth low-latency interconnect between
the database system and the off-loaded delta merge computation. Typically, the compute accelerator for
the delta merge computation would be collocated on the same machine as the database system.
Due to these specific requirements, communication for this application would typically rely on the
peripheral component interconnect express (PCIe) bus, which makes the described general-purpose
network technologies less applicable.
Reverse Time Migration. This demonstrator application requires custom high-bandwidth network
paths between storage and compute servers. This may include guaranteed bandwidth reservations in order
to sustain a given transfer rate from storage to compute servers. The particular network paths chosen
depend on the locations of the end points, which are selected as part of the overall resource allocation
performed by the HARNESS platform.
Given the above requirements, SDN switches offer the network control to set up custom routing paths
for transmitting large volumes of data between network end points. They permit fine-grained dynamic
routing policies for scheduling traffic flows between virtual machines and other compute elements in
a data centre. In the case of RTM, SDN switches can enable the HARNESS platform to offer the
required network communication paths needed when the application is scheduled across different set of
heterogeneous compute accelerators in the data centre.
A software packet processing platform can offer custom network services, implemented as
middleboxes, that can be deployed quickly and easily. In the context of RTM, such middleboxes could be
for transparent traffic shaping of network flows, enforcement of security policies through firewall, and the
implementation of new routing protocols. New routing protocols could take the specific traffic patterns of
RTM into account and realise custom routing policies that avoid communication bottlenecks and increase
overall RTM communication bandwidth.
AdPredictor. The AdPredictor demonstrator is an example of a distributed data-flow computation
that follows a partition/aggregate pattern, which can be aggregated within the network, as described in
Section 2.3. Therefore, this demonstrator will benefit from in-network aggregation of data as part of
the reduce phase in the map/reduce computation of AdPredictor. Rather than increasing the available
bandwidth, in-network aggregation can reduce the network traffic by aggregating the data within the
network. As opposed to aggregation at the edge of the network, this allows us to minimise server
bandwidth usage as well as to reduce congestion in the core of the network.
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